
The Practice Manager’s 
Employee Engagement 
Checklist 

Demanding hours, physical labor, and proximity to sickness means that 
healthcare workers are often at risk of burning out. 

In spite of their challenging environments, healthcare workers are dedicated  
to their jobs. But they still struggle with feeling engaged at work. If you manage 
medical clinics or care offices, discover how you could improve employee 
engagement so your team — and their patients — will thrive.
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Acknowledge their impact
Your staff’s number one priority is providing quality care for your visitors. And 
everything they do — from answering the phones to coordinating with insurance 
companies — is part of that. And often those tasks are the monotonous, 
frustrating parts of the day. Remind your staff that each person is playing a role 
in providing that care.  

“I think for most industries, staff are the heroes,” says Navjot Singh, Director, 
Mulberry Court Healthcare. “And it’s not just one-offs. It’s not just healthcare 
staff. It’s the person who drives that bin lorry and empties the bins. Or someone 
at a care home or a hospital. And also all of the people who make sure that you 
can still keep on operating safely and in the right way. They are heroes as well, 
and I don’t think we should forget them.”

Prioritize communication
Healthcare is 24/7. Appointments pop up or get unexpectedly cancelled, safety 
protocols change, and insurance policies can be confusing. To keep everyone in 
the loop, make sure your communications are efficient and timely. 

When you need to let everyone know of policy changes or staff announcements, 
how do you do it? Emails pile up and get ignored and texts get lost. Consider a 
central platform that keeps your team informed, on the go.

https://www.deputy.com/features/collaboration


Focus on development
According to a survey of more than 1,400 shift workers, 91% of respondents said 
that career development is important to them. From receptionists to technicians 
to care providers, everyone plays a part in patient satisfaction. In turn, everyone 
deserves to learn and grow in their field.

Ensure that you provide training opportunities on a regular basis and keep their 
future goals in mind. This could be an offsite, seminar, or even a virtual lunch and 
learn session.

Create a work/life balance
Your employees need balance. Accommodate their lives outside of work by 
offering flexible schedules. Give them a scheduling tool so they can find an 
alternate, without processing paperwork and going through manual approvals. 
You can even try rotating schedules so that everyone receives an equitable share 
of hours. You’ll be able to spread your staff around and ensure they take vacations. 

Protect their mental health
Healthcare staff are prone to burning out. Trying to accommodate all of your 
patients, addressing ailments, and negotiating with insurance. It takes a toll.  
And if you want to keep your staff engaged, you need to address their well-being.

Luckily, there are many tools and tips to help you ensure the mental health of 
your staff. Start a conversation, create a culture of mindfulness, and remember 
that good patient care begins with good staff care.

Show appreciation
There are the good days — identifying and providing treatment for an  
ailment. And the bad days — having to tell someone that their pet is very ill.  
And especially on those bad days, your staff can feel disengaged.

Leaders need to show appreciation to their employees. During a particularly 
stressful time for the healthcare industry, giving gratitude to your team goes a 
long way in building loyalty and connection. Spread positivity across your 
business whenever you can.

Contact Deputy to find out other tips to help  
increase staff engagement in 2021.
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https://info.deputy.com/ww-202021-state-of-shift-work-report2020
https://www.deputy.com/blog/signs-you-should-implement-rotating-schedules
https://www.deputy.com/blog/19-ways-to-ensure-the-mental-health-of-your-hourly-employees
https://www.deputy.com/blog/40-employee-appreciation-ideas-for-2019
https://info.deputy.com/ww-book-a-consulation?utm_source=hubspotlp&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=awr_amer_us_all_clinicschecklistuspdf_&utm_content=txt&stream=smb_hc&dh=oth_oth_oth
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